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Recent observations of droplets in dipolar and binary Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) motivates
us to study the theory of droplet formation in detail. Precisely, we are interested in investigating
the possibility of droplet formation in a quasi-one-dimensional geometry. The recent observations
have concluded that the droplets are stabilized by the competition between effective mean-field and
beyond mean-field interaction. Hence, it is possible to map the effective equation of motion to
a cubic-quartic nonlinear Schrödinger equation (CQNLSE). We obtain two analytical solutions of
the modified Gross-Pitaevskii equation or CQNLSE and verified them numerically. Based on their
stability we investigate the parameter regime for which droplets can form. The effective potential
allows us to conclude about the regions of soliton domination and self-bound droplet formations.

I. INTRODUCTION

The collective behavior of particles at ultra-low tem-
perature is a fascinating topic ever since the experimental
observation of atomic Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC)
[1–3]. The experimental success had raised the curtain
for new domains of research [4–6]. Over the time, the
experimentalists have achieved greater control over the
atomic alkali gases by means of magneto-optic setup.
Moreover, they can tune the atom-atom interaction via
Feshbach resonance which effectively means, changing of
s-wave scattering length by tuning an external magnetic
field. These unique features have enabled multi-facet re-
search in ultra-cold atomic gases [7].

Very recently, a unique liquid-like state in a BEC mix-
ture [8] has been reported. This bizarre new state de-
mands serious attention because the prevailing concep-
tion of the liquid state is heavily influenced by the the-
ory of Van der Waals. However, these newly emerged
droplets in ultra-cold and extremely dilute atomic gases
do not explicitly follow the common theoretical per-
ception as predicted by van der Waals [9]. These are
purely quantum mechanical in nature and manifestation
of quantum fluctuations [10, 11]. These droplets are small
clusters of atoms self-bound by the interplay of attrac-
tive and repulsive forces. The origin of the attractive
force can be modeled in the purview of standard mean-
field (MF) theory whereas the repulsive force originates
from the beyond mean-field correction [12]. The underly-
ing theory relies on the Lee-Huang-Yang’s (LHY) correc-
tion [13] to the mean-field Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equa-
tion [14, 15]. In a binary BEC, the mean-field and LHY
term depend on the balance of inter and intraspecies cou-
pling constants. Even before the experiment, it was pro-
posed theoretically that, if the square of the interspecies
coupling is greater than the product of the intraspecies
coupling then the collapse of the binary mixture is sup-
pressed and a dilute liquid-like droplet state emerges [16].
The emergence of this phase has opened several new av-
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enues as these droplets describe truly many-body quan-
tum effect.

The current framework was first proposed while dis-
cussing the possibility of collapse due to attractive in-
teraction in Bose-Bose mixture [16]. However, the first
experimental observation was on dipolar condensate of
164Dy [10, 11] and subsequently the theoretical descrip-
tion came to light [17]. Later the droplets were observed
for a mixture of two hyperfine states in 39K [8, 18]. This
was followed by an observation of transition from bright
solution to quantum droplets [19]. Quantum droplet is
also observed in a heteronuclear bosonic mixture of 41K
and 87Rb [20]. Of late a self-consistent derivation of mod-
ified GP equation where LHY correction is incorporated
through quantum fluctuation has been proposed [21]. We
have also noted significant theoretical description of the
collective modes across the soliton-droplet cross over [12],
existence of vortex quantum droplets [22], dynamics of
purely one-dimensional droplet [23] and its collective ex-
citations [24].

Here, we plan to analytically analyze the two com-
ponent BEC in quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) system as
described in Fig. 1. At this juncture, it is worth mention-
ing that a numerical investigation of quantum liquid in
for dipolar BEC in Q1D geometry has very recently been
reported [25]. Our focus also gels well with the current
interests on droplets at lower dimension which includes,
a comprehensive analysis on the role of LHY term in
suppressing the collapse in quasi two-dimensional system
[26]. Of late, a possible connection has also been drawn
between the droplets and modulational instability in one
dimension [27].

The formulation of the current problem follows the
prescription of Ref.[8], where the mixture of two hyper-
fine states of 39K was studied assuming that both the
components occupy the same spatial mode. This ensures
the two-component nonlinear Schrodinger equation is re-
duced to an effective one component equation. Then we
reduce the 3+1-dimensional problem to 1+1-dimensional
problem following the prescription of Ref.[28]. The quasi
1-D system now consists of two nonlinear terms where
the cubic term defines the effective mean-field (EMF)
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two-body interaction, and the quartic term is the sig-
nature of beyond mean-field or LHY contribution. Our
primary goal is to find out an analytical solution for this
quasi 1-D cubic-quartic nonlinear Schrödinger equation
(CQNLSE). The next objective is to explore the droplet
state. Here we note that, very recently we have proposed
cnoidal solutions of CQNLSE [29]. There, we have used
a cnoidal potential to stabilize the analytical solutions.

In this piece of work, we specifically focus on (i) obtain-
ing an analytical solution of quasi 1D CQNLSE; (ii) val-
idation of the analytical solution through numerical cal-
culation via split-step Crank-Nicolson (CN) method; (iii)
investigation of the stability for the obtained solutions
via Vakhitov-Kolokolov (VK) criterion [30]; (iv) linear
stability analysis which includes investigation of modula-
tional instability [31] and calculation of the growth rate
corresponding to the perturbation eigenmodes [32]; (v)
examination of the the droplet region using the analyt-
ical solution where we calculate the equilibrium density
and critical density of the liquid-like state. The equi-
librium density is noted as the transition point between
bright soliton-like state to stable liquid like state. The
critical density, beyond which the droplets disappear, is
calculated and corroborated with the theory. We also
demonstrate the existence of a density plateau for higher
number of particles signifying the creation of quantum
liquid.

It must be noted that the dynamics of purely 1D
droplet was quite extensively studied in Ref.[23], however
the current investigation lies in the realm of quasi-one-
dimensional systems which can be more amenable exper-
imentally. It is well known fact that condensate forma-
tion is not possible in 1D, therefore it is common to study
the condensate formation in a quasi 1D geometry where
the Bose gas is allowed to expand in an optical waveguide
which has enabled us to observe exotic structures like the
bright soliton trains [33, 34]. However, it is possible to
correctly predict the energy of a weakly interacting Bose
gas using Bogoliubov theory which assumes the existence
of condensate in one dimension [35–37]. Here, by stating

a quasi 1D system, we assume that
√
na3 < 1 however

1
|√n1Da1D| > 1 [38]. n and a stand for the particle den-

sity and s-wave scattering length whereas n1D and a1D

are the density and scattering length respectively in one
dimension. It can be noted that a1D = 2~2a/a2

⊥m, with
a⊥ being the characteristic length scale of the trap and
m being the mass of the particle [39]. Nevertheless, our
objective is to remain more towards the right side of the
dimensional crossover whereas a strict 1D system is more
towards the left of the crossover where 1

|√n1Da1D| < 1

as suggested in Ref. [38]. Mathematically, a quasi-one-
dimensional system leads to a CQNLSE whereas a 1D
system can be described by a quadratic-cubic NLSE [37].

In this paper, we report our results in the following
sequence, in Sec.II, we elaborate the theoretical model
corresponding to the binary condensate, it’s mapping to
one component extended Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation
and dimensional reduction of the system from 3+1 to

FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic representation of two-
component BEC in a quasi-one-dimensional confinement. The
bluish and reddish spheres present atoms in the two different
hyper-fine states. The intraspecies and interspecies interac-
tions are repulsive and attractive respectively.

1+1 dimension. We obtain the analytical solutions cor-
responding to the extended GP equation and we analyze
the stability of the solutions in Sec.III. The possibility
of droplet formation is explicated in SecIV. We draw our
conclusion in Sec.V.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

Here, we consider homonuclear bosonic mixture simi-
lar to that of Ref.[8], where two hyperfine states of 39K
took part in the experiment, in a Q1D geometry. The
situation can be visualized via Fig. 1 where the blueish
and reddish spheres represent the different species of
atoms (atoms in two hyperfine states) distributed in an
effectively one-dimensional cigar shaped trap. The in-
traspecies interactions (a11 and a22) are repulsive in na-
ture and the interspecies interaction (a12 or a21) is at-
tractive. The experimentally observed droplets are small
clusters of atoms, self-bound by the balance between the
attractive and repulsive forces. In binary BEC based
on the strength of intraspecies and interspecies interac-
tions, it possible to define three distinct ground states.
If a11, a22 and a12 all are repulsive then one expects
a transition between the miscible and the immiscible
phase. However, the mixture can also collapse if the in-
terspecies interaction is negative enough to counter the
repulsive intraspecies interactions. It can be shown that
if a12 >

√
a11a22 then the mixture is in immiscible phase,

if −√a11a22 < a12 <
√
a11a22 then the condensate is in

miscible phase and when −√a11a22 > a12 then the con-
densate collapses. Now, it is possible to model the EMF
interaction strength δa ∝ (a12 +

√
a11a22) which is close

to the collapsing regime. If δa . 0 then the beyond
mean-field (BMF) contribution becomes significant. Let
us define the BMF contribution as δa′ ∝ (

√
a11a22)5/2

[19]. In the miscible phase and close to the collapse point,
we can describe the system with an effective single com-
ponent GP equation by neglecting the spin excitations.
This criterion can be full filled by considering the two
components occupy the same spatial mode. The result-
ing one component equation of motion can be defined as
[8],

i~
∂Ψ

∂t
=

[(
− ~2

2m
∇2 + Vtrap

)
+ U |Ψ|2 + U ′|Ψ|3

]
Ψ,

(1)
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where, U = 4π~
m δa, U ′ = 256

√
π~2δa′

15m and m being the
mass of the atoms. The equation is quite unique as there
exist two types of nonlinearity, the usual cubic nonlinear-
ity as well as an additional quartic nonlinearity. Here, it
can be noted that nonlinear Schrödinger equation with
cubic and quintic nonlinearity, (∝ |Ψ|4Ψ) is quite com-
mon in nonlinear optics [40] and BEC [41]. However, it
is not the same for quartic nonlinearity (∝ |Ψ|3Ψ). At
this juncture, we also like to note that, in the early days
of 21st century, the possibility of droplet formation was
explored via quintic nonlinearity as well [42]. Neverthe-
less, the repulsive term possessing an unusual quartic de-
pendence manifests the beyond mean-field contribution,
which is not well studied till date [29]. Therefore, we are
primarily motivated to obtain an analytical solution for
a NLSE which has both cubic and quartic nonlinearity.

Further, in Eq.(1), Vtrap describes the external po-
tential. It is possible to describe the external poten-
tial in terms of the transverse component (VT (y, z) =
1
2mω

2
⊥(y2 + z2)) and longitudinal component (VL(x)).

Here, ω⊥ is the transverse trap frequency. The po-
tential along the longitudinal direction is defined as,
VL(x) = 1

2mω
2
0x

2 with ω0 being the longitudinal trap
frequency. In cigar-shaped BEC the transverse trap-
ping frequency (ω⊥) is typically more than 10 times the
longitudinal frequency (ω0). It can be noted that in

the early days of ultra-cold atom research, soliton trains
were observed in an one dimensional optical waveguide
whoes longitudinal (ωx) and transverse trap frequencies
(ω⊥) were set at 2π × 50Hz and 2π × 710Hz respectively
[33]. Since, the characteristic length scale happens to be

a⊥ =
√

~
mω⊥

, therefore in a quasi-one-dimensional geom-

etry ax/a⊥ ∼
√

10. Here, ax is noted as ax =
√

~
mω0

[43].

This implies that the interaction energy of the atoms is
much less than the kinetic energy in the transverse direc-
tion.

Consequently, it is possible to reduce Eq.(1) to an ef-
fective one-dimensional equation. In order to perform the
dimensional reduction, we have made use of the following
ansatz,

Ψ(r, t) =
1√

2πaBa⊥
ψ

(
x

a⊥
, ω⊥t

)
e

(
−iω⊥t− y2+z2

2a2
⊥

)
,

(2)

where, aB is Bohr radius.

Applying the ansatz from Eq.(2) in Eq.(1) we obtain
the quasi-one-dimensional (cigar-shaped) extended GP
equation as noted below,

i
∂ψ(x, t)

∂t
=

[
−1

2

∂2

∂x2
+

1

2
Kx2 + g̃|ψ(x, t)|2 + g̃′|ψ(x, t)|3

]
ψ(x, t), (3)

where, g̃ = 2δa/aB , g̃′ = (64
√

2/15π)δa′/(a
3/2
B a⊥) and

K = ω2
0/ω

2
⊥. Here, it is important to note that x and t

are now actually dimensionless, i.e. x ≡ x/a⊥ and t ≡
ω⊥t. From here onward, we will follow this dimensionless
notation of x and t.

In this article, our main focus is to explicate the in-
terplay between EMF and BMF interactions hence we
exclude the effect of harmonic confinement and the sys-
tem can become quasi-homogeneous. Experimentally the
system can be reduced to a quasi-homogeneous setup by
considering transverse confinement is much stronger com-
pared to the longitudinal confinement (ω0 << ω⊥) result-
ing K → 0. The next objective is to obtain analytical
solution for Eq.(3) assuming K = 0.

III. SOLUTIONS

In this section, we elaborate on the mathematical
scheme to derive the analytical solution for the extended
GP equation and analyze the stability of the obtained
solutions. To start with, we write the wave function such
a way that, ψ(x, t) = ρ(x, t) exp [i (χ(x, t) + µ0t)] where
ρ(x, t) leads to the amplitude contribution and χ(x, t)

is the non-trivial phase, µ0 being the chemical poten-
tial. Applying this ansatz in Eq.(3) we yield two equa-
tions, namely imaginary and real equation respectively
such that,

ρt = −χxρx −
1

2
χxxρ (4)

−χtρ = −1

2

(
ρxx − χ2

xρ
)

+ g̃ρ3 + g̃′ρ4 + µ0ρ. (5)

Eq.(4) leads to the continuity equation and if we trans-
form the equation in center of mass frame, i.e., ζ = x−ut,
then we obtain,

χζ = u+
C0

ρ2
. (6)

Here, u defines the velocity of the wave and C0 is the
integration constant. Eq.(5) in the comoving frame can
be rewritten as,

χζuρ = −1

2

(
ρζζ − χ2

ζρ
)

+ g̃ρ3 + g̃′ρ4 + µ0ρ. (7)

Applying Eq.(6) in Eq.(7) we obtain,

ρζζ + (u2 − 2µ0)ρ− 2g̃ρ3 − 2g̃′ρ4 = 0

or,
d2ρ

dζ2
+
(
gρ2 − g′ρ3 + 2γ

)
ρ = 0. (8)
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To derive Eq.(8) it is important to consider that the phase
and amplitude are uncorrelated which allows us to set
C0 = 0 [44]. We also note that γ = u2/2 − µ0. Further,
we assume g = −2g̃ and g′ = 2g̃′ implying a two-body ef-
fective mean-field interaction is attractive and LHY con-
tribution is repulsive. The minimum criterion for droplet
formation is that these two interactions must be compet-
ing. Otherwise, we will not be able to see any qualitative
change in the behavior of the system.

We consider an ansatz solution such that,

ρ(ζ) =
A

1 +
√

1−A cosh(
√
ξζ)

, (9)

where
√
ξ is the inverse of coherence length. Applying the

ansatz in Eq.(8) we obtain a set of condition for which
Eq.(9) is a solution of Eq.(8). The constrained conditions
read,

A =
−ξ ±

√
−6γg + 3gξ + ξ2

g
,

ξ = 6γ + g,

γ =
g′ − g

2
,

|g| = 2g′, or |g| = 3g′. (10)

The last equation in Eq.(10) implies that it is possible
to obtain an analytical solution if and only if the beyond
mean-field interaction is half or one third (i.e.,g′ = |g|/2
or |g|/3) of the effective mean-field interaction and repul-
sive in nature. Hence, we can write the solutions as,

ρ(ζ) =
12µg

1 +
√

1− 12µg cosh
(√

g
2ζ
) for |g| = 2g′ (11)

=
1 + 12µg

1 +
√

12µg cosh
(√
gζ
) for |g| = 3g′. (12)

Here, µg = µ0/g. Using the constrained conditions, we
can also evaluate ξ which is actually related to the two-
body interaction via ξ = −|g|/2 or −|g|. This implies
that the localized structures can only sustain if and only
if g < 0 or the effective mean-field interaction is attrac-
tive. We must note here that for real solution, µg > 0,
µ0 < 0 and correspondingly γ > 0. In the subsequent
discussions we will use |g| = 1 for uniformity. The effect
of variation of |g| can be a matter of future interest.

Here, our major objective is to understand the inter-
play between EMF and BMF interaction for the forma-
tion of droplets and the role of chemical potential. Hence,
we define the relationship between normalization N and
chemical potential µ0 as,

N =


√

2
g

[√
µI ln

[
2
√
µI√

µI−1 − 1
]
− 2µI

]
(1+µI)2√
g(1−µI)

[
ln
[
1− 2

µI

(√
1− µI + 1

)]
− 2
]

(13)

Here, the first equation derived from Eq.(11) (assuming
µI < 1). Likewise, N is again calculated from Eq.(12)

FIG. 2. (Color online) The figures described the comparison
between the obtained analytical solution using Eq.(12) and
numerical solution of Eq.(3). The solid red line described the
analytical result, and the blue squares represents numerically
obtained solution. (a) depicts the low particle number soli-
tonic regime (figure created for N = 4) and (b) described
high particle number (N = 100) droplet regime. The density
is normalized by n0 where n0 is n(x)|x=0.

and noted in the second equation. We also recall that
µg = µ0/g and for the convenience of calculation we have
denoted, 12µg = µI . N can also be noted as the num-
ber of particles associated with the formation of local-
ized wave and scaled by N0 where N0 defines the particle
number obtained from the constant background density

solution such that N0 = 2aB
(

15πa⊥
64

)2 ( δa
δa′

)2
.

Numerical Analysis

Now, we corroborate our analytical result with nu-
merical simulation. For this purpose, split-step Crank-
Nicolson (CN) method with imaginary time propagation
is quite useful. It is well accepted that, for station-
ary ground states, imaginary-time propagation method is
very accurate, and convergence is quite fast. This method
also happens to be very robust. Hence, we employ the
CN algorithm following Ref.[45] for our model. In Fig. 2,
we compare the analytical and numerical result where the
solid red line is our analytical solution from Eq.12 and
the blue solid squares are the numerically obtained solu-
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The stability criterion is inspected for
the solution described in Eq.(12) which depicts a zero crossing
at µ0 = −0.06 for |g| = 1.

tion of Eq.(3). Fig. 2(a) and (b) corresponds to bright
soliton like state (N = 4) and liquid like state (N = 100)
respectively.

Since, our analytical solution is constrained through a
relationship between MF and BMF interaction strength
(|g| = 2g′ and 3g′) thus we can use our numerical re-
sult for variety of interaction parameters to study beyond
mean-field phenomena more closely. We did check our
numerical solution for κ = g′/|g| = 0.1, 0.5 and 0.8 start-
ing with a seed solution such as, sech(x). The results are
in accordance with our understanding of the role played
by BMF interaction such as progressive flattening of den-
sity with increasing BMF interaction strength. However,
in this article we restrict ourselves as it goes beyond the
purview of the current objective.

Stability Analysis

Before proceeding to any discussion related to droplet
formation, it is important that we evaluate the stability
of the obtained solutions. For this purpose, we intend
to employ the well-known VK (VK) criterion [30]. The
approach we use is based on a modification of the soli-
ton perturbation theory [46] under the condition of slow
(almost adiabatic) evolution of solitons near the insta-
bility threshold. The VK criterion has been widely used
in determining the stability of the solutions of nonlinear
Schrödinger equation (NLSE), which predicts the param-
eter regime in chemical potential where the soliton’s am-
plitude can grow or decay exponentially [47]. The VK
criterion states that a necessary stability condition is a
positive slope in the dependence of the number of atoms
on the chemical potential. If, Nµ > 0, the solution is
found to be stable and for Nµ < 0, the solution is unsta-
ble. One must note that the condition Nµ = 0 provides
the instability threshold (TH) where, µ = µTH [47–49].
Here Nµ = ∂N

∂µ .

In order to obtain the stability criterion of the given so-
lutions, we calculate Nµ0

from Eq.(11) as well as Eq.(12)

as Nµ0 = ∂N
∂µ0

A primary inspection leads to the conclu-

sion that the first case or Eq.(11) does not lead to any
stable solution. However, it’s possible to obtain a region
where Nµ0

is positive thereby suggesting a stable solu-
tion regime from the second solution or Eq.(12). The
behavior of Nµ0

is noted in Fig. 3. We observe that the
threshold value is −0.06 after which Nµ0 > 0. However,
Nµ0 diverges as µ0 → 0. We are unable to find any region
of stability for positive µ0.

Next, we perform the linear stability analysis of the
second solution. In the realm of linear stability, our first
objective is to calculate the modulational instability (MI)
where the applied perturbation is considered as plane
waves. It must be noted that MI plays a crucial role in
nonlinear systems and quite recently through a remark-
able experiment it was shown that soliton trains were
created by the MI [50]. Very recently, the role of MI has
been discussed in the context of droplet formation in a
purely 1D system [27]. Motivated by these recent devel-
opments, we perform the MI analysis which reveals the
region of instabilities in the parameter space.

Here, we apply a small perturbation to the stationary
solution such that, ψ(x, t) = ψ0(x) + δψ(x, t) provided,
δψ << 1. Now, substituting the solution in Eq.(3) (with
K = 0) and linearizing it, we write the eigenvalue equa-
tion in terms of the perturbation δψ,

i
∂δψ

∂t
= −1

2

∂2δψ

∂x2
+ g(2nδψ + nδψ∗)

+g′(3n3/2δψ + n3/2δψ∗), (14)

where n = |ψ0|2. A further decomposition of δψ in
real and imaginary part leads Eq.(14) to the well-known
Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) equation [51], such that,(

− 1
2∂xx + V1(g, g′, n) 0

0 − 1
2∂xx + V2(g, g′, n)

)(
δψR
δψI

)
=

(
0 1
−1 0

)
∂t

(
δψR
δψI

)
. (15)

Here, V1(g, g′, ψ0) = gn + 2g′n3/2 and V2(g, g′, ψ0) =

3gn + 4g′n3/2. Assuming, δψ =

(
δψR
δψI

)
= ei(qx−Ωt)

and applying it in Eq.(15), one can yield the perturba-
tion eigenmodes where q denotes the wavenumber and Ω
stands for frequency. The resulting dispersion relation

can be noted as Ω2 = ( q
2

2 + 3gn + 4g′n3/2)( q
2

2 + gn +

2g′n3/2) which boils down to

Ω2 =
q4

4
+ q2(2gn+ 3g′n3/2), (16)

by neglecting the q independent terms in the dispersion
relation. Further, considering the existing relationship
between g and g′ in Eq.(16), we yield,

Ω2 =
q4

4
+ q2|g|n(2−

√
n). (17)
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Im(Ω) or MI gain is depicted as a
function of density and wavenumber using Eq.(17).

It is evident from Eq.(17) that the dispersion is depen-
dent on the sign of the right-hand side expression. If
positive, then Ω will be real, corresponding to the os-
cillations around the unperturbed solution, however if
negative, the frequency will become imaginary. This will
lead to exponential growth and result instability. There-
fore, one can conclude that the instability will occur when
q4

4 + q2|g|n(2−
√
n) < 0. Hence, if we denote Γ = Im(Ω)

as MI gain then in the stable region Γ = 0 whereas in the
unstable region Γ 6= 0. Fig.4 draws the contours for Γ 6= 0
as a function of wavenumber and density. This reveals
that, at low density region till n ∼ 4 system experiences
instability. From Eq.(17), one can also conclude that the
solution is unstable for q2 < 4|g|n(2−

√
n).

Further, assuming δψ as real, we can reduce the BdG
equation described in Eq.(15) as,

i
∂δψ

∂t
= −1

2

∂2δψ

∂x2
+ 3g|ψ0|2δψ + 4g′|ψ0|3δψ.

(18)

The perturbation equation is now effectively a
Schrödinger equation with δψ being the eigenfunction.
We solve the eigenvalue equation for δψ numerically and
calculate the perturbation eigen-modes, which can be de-
termined by considering δψ(x, t) = δψ(x)eΘt. Here,

Θ =
ln{δψ(x, t+ δt)} − ln{δψ(x, t)}

δt
. (19)

We have assumed δt as the small numerical step length.
It has been noted that, in presence of a single pertur-
bation eigenmode, Θ will directly reduce to the corre-
sponding eigenvalue in the limit δt → 0 [32]. However,
δψ(x) is expected to be composed of several perturba-
tion eigenmodes. Albeit, for large propagation distances,
the perturbation eigenmode with the largest growth rate
will dominate because of the exponential nature of the

growth. We therefore numerically check for a large prop-
agation distance the behaviour of Θ (in the limit δt→ 0)
and do not observe any exponential growth. Based on
these results, from here onward, we will concentrate only
on the the second solution to analyze the liquid phase.

IV. QUANTUM DROPLET

The signature of droplet formation can be obtained
from the spatial profile of the obtained solution which
we provide in Fig. 5. The figure depicts the characteris-
tic static density profile of Eq.(12). However, the chem-
ical potential µ0 is obtained by numerically solving the
second equation of Eq.(13) for different norm (N) at a
fixed EMF (|g| = 1). We observe a non-uniform shape
for small N where kinetic energy actually relevant for de-
termining the shape as quantum pressure dominates over
the potential energy. The situation is analogous to usual
single component bright soliton solution with cubic non-
liearity. However, as we increase N we start observing a
flattening of the top or accumulation of uniform density.
This signature is observed for N ≥ 10 and it reminds
of a classical liquid where density starts becoming spa-
tially uniform with progressive accumulation of droplets.
In the figure we have normalized all the profiles by peak

density (n0 = n(x = 0) =

∣∣∣∣ 1+12µg

1+
√

12µg

∣∣∣∣2), which also hap-

pens to be the bulk value. It is evident from the figure
that for higher N the density plateau approaches the con-
stant bulk value of n0.

It must be noted here that similar observation of den-
sity plateau is already reported in Ref.[23]. However, the
density plateau was noted for a one-dimensional system
which implies the governing equation was a quadratic-
cubic NLSE or QCNLSE, whereas in this investigation
we have concentrated on a Q1D system resulting a dy-
namical equation governed by cubic-quartic nonlineari-
ties which we name CQNLSE. Another important differ-
entiator is the nature of the nonlinearities. In the men-
tioned reference the quadratic and cubic nonlinearities
are attractive and repulsive, respectively. In comparison,
we obtain our solution for attractive cubic and repulsive
quartic nonlinearity. It must be noted that the interac-
tion strength of similar nature was involved in the exper-
imental observation of quantum liquid in binary conden-
sate [8].

As noted above, the potential energy plays the dom-
inating role over the kinetic energy when the droplets
start to accumulate and create a puddle. Thus, we con-
centrate on the effective potential energy which can be
defined as, EI = 1/2gn2 + 2/5g′n5/2. The first term is
derived from the EMF interaction and the second term is
BMF contribution. If both the interactions have the same
sign, no qualitative change in behavior occurs. However,
the system can exhibit novel behavior if the interactions
are competing as discussed in this work. When the ef-
fective mean-field interaction is low then beyond-mean-
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FIG. 5. (Color online) The stationary density profile (n(x) =
|ρ(x)|2) corresponding to Eq.(12) is depicted here. The blue
dotted line, red solid line, green large dashed and orange short
dashed lines correspond to N = 0.1, 1, 10, 20 respectively. The
density is normalized by n0 where n0 is n(x)|x=0.

FIG. 6. (Color online) The attractive (EMF) and repulsive
(BMF) interactions are depicted schematically. This creates
an effective non-monotonic interaction. The density corre-
sponding to the base of the effective interaction curve de-
scribes the equilibrium density (neq ) and the nonzero den-
sity at which effective interaction becomes zero is defined as
critical density (nc).

field corrections are not necessarily negligible. Now at
low density the quantum depletion remains weak, so the
LHY level approximation remains valid. Since in our
case g < 0 but g′ > 0, thus EI = −1/2gn2 + 2/5g′n5/2

describes the actual effective potential. The situation
is mimicked in Fig. 6 where the green dashed-dotted line
described the attractive EMF interaction and red dashed
line depicts the repulsive BMF interaction. The resul-
tant interaction is represented by a yellow short-dashed
line which is initially negative at low density but slowly
grows and becomes positive at relatively higher density.
The level crossing point is defined as the critical density
(nc) after which the droplets are expected to collapse.
This point can be evaluated by inserting EI = 0 and it

turns out, nc = 25
16

g2

g′2 = 14.06 (since, g′ = |g|/3) which

matches exactly with Fig. 7. This result also allows us

to comment on the critical value in terms of interaction
strength beyond which droplet formation is unlikely and
it yields δa

δa′ < 2.882 (in units of a⊥
√
aB). In contrary,

for a strictly one-dimensional binary system (QCNLSE),
it has already been reported that the critical interaction
ratio requires to be g/|g12| ≤ 2.2 [23] where g and g12

are noted as the intra and inter species coupling strength
respectively. In the context of dipolar BEC the critical
value was denoted as n1Da ≤ 4.2 [39].

The minimum of the interaction resultant signifies the
equilibrium density (neq). At this point the pressure

is zero which implies P = EI − ndEIdn = 0, resulting

neq = 25
36

g2

g′2 = 6.25. However, in Fig.7 the minimum

is at about 8.94. As the equilibrium density signifies
the point from where the solitons start combining to-
gether to form the droplet as BMF effect takes over the
EMF effect therefore to understand this anomaly is im-
portant. Hence, we analyze the chemical potential. The
critical chemical potential (µgc) and equilibrium chemi-
cal potential (µgeq ) can be expressed from effective po-

tential energy as, 25
64κ2 = 3.51 and − 25

216κ2 = −1.04 re-
spectively. Using nc value from Fig. 7 if we recalculate

µgc as µgc = −nc + κn
3/2
c , we obtain a good agreement.

The equilibrium chemical potential or µgeq from Fig. 7
turns out as −0.02. Solving Eq.13 numerically, we also
observed that when N is relatively large µg → 0− re-
sulting the emergence of flat plateau as shown in Fig. 5.
Hence, the equilibrium density obtained from Fig. 7 cor-
roborates well with the numerical result yet the departure
from the theoretical value can be attributed to the con-
strain condition which defines existence of exact solution
only for |g|/g′ = 3.

Nevertheless, it is well accepted that the signature of
plateau is one of the important evidences of formation
of the liquid-like state [9]. Hence, it is now possible
to conclude that the droplet formation starts from the
equilibrium point of density where the negative energy
supports the bound state formation and further accumu-
lation of particle happens as we increase the density till
the point of nc. The left-hand side of neq, i.e., n < neq,
describes the bright soliton-like localized states as de-
scribed in Fig. 5. Albeit, the system will collapse for
µg = −1.5 as solving µg = −n + κn3/2 for density leads
to the condition of µg = − 1

6κ2 when the density collapses.
One must also note here that the solution is stable in the
vicinity of the liquid-like state as stability criterion leads
to −0.06 ≤ µ0 ≤ 0.0 for unit |g|.

Since EI has explicit dependence on density and the
interaction strength, therefore a variation of µg does not
make any significant change in EI as shown in Fig. 7. An-
other noteworthy point in our calculation is that, though
the liquid formation starts from negative chemical po-
tential however, the chemical potential corresponding to
critical density is positive. This is a notable departure
from the existing understanding of quantum droplets,
however, from a stability point of view, the solution is
not stable for positive chemical potential.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Interplay of effective mean-field and
beyond mean-field energy resulting in droplet formation in low
density using Eq.(12). Here, the effective mean field energy
is attractive and the LHY contribution is repulsive. Also, we
can note that the critical density is unaffected by the different
µg values.

The observation of droplets is very recent and there-
fore there exists a considerable void in understanding this
unique state, both theoretically and experimentally. Till
now, the droplet formation in quasi-one-dimensional ge-
ometry is not yet observed. Only very recently a numer-
ical study on droplets in quasi one dimension for dipolar
BEC has been reported [25]. To the best of our knowl-
edge, our analytical attempt is the very first foray in this
direction albeit for binary condensate. Thus, we look
forward for an experimental probing of binary conden-
sate in quasi one dimension to validate our findings. We
also plan to study the modulational instability of the ob-
tained solution and full numerical analysis of CQNLSE
in the coming days. We hope this will enrich us in under-
standing the phase diagram in the quasi one dimension.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we study the aspect of droplet formation
in a Q1D binary BEC. We start from a three-dimensional
Gross Pitaevskii equation along with beyond mean-field
contribution. The equation is effectively single compo-
nent as we assume both the components occupy the same
spatial mode [19]. Then we transfer our focus towards a
cigar shaped condensate for which a systematic dimen-
sional reduction was carried out. The resulting Q1D
equation is unique as it contains an additional quartic
nonlinearity along with the usual cubic nonlinearity. It

must be noted that there exists very little understanding
of CQNLSE. Here, we derive a pair of analytical solu-
tions corresponding to the CQNLSE. For the existence
of the solution, it is required to satisfy a specific rela-
tion between the effective mean-field and beyond mean-
field interaction strengths. The analytical solution is
then numerically verified using split-step Crank-Nicolson
method. Next, we investigate the stability of the ob-
tained solutions using V-K criterion which results in dis-
carding of one solution. We also study the MI to identify
the physical region where the system can undergo in-
stability. Further, we solve the eigenvalue equation per-
taining to linear stability and study the behavior of the
growth function against the perturbation eigenmodes.

A close inspection of the second solutions allows us
to comment on the self-bound droplets as well as liquid
like state. The static profile of the droplets reveals a
density plateau for a higher particle number. We further
analyze the effective potential energy and realize that the
equilibrium chemical potential corroborates well with the
numerically obtained chemical potential for flat spatial
density. Moreover, the analytical solution is stable in
the region where the droplets form. We also see that
the critical density obtained via effective potential energy
and from the analytical solution do match exactly.

In recent description of droplet in one-dimensional ge-
ometry, the mean-field interaction is repulsive whereas
the LHY term is attractive [23, 37] however, in our case
we follow the original experimental proposition where
effective two-body interaction is attractive and beyond
mean-field contribution is repulsive. Our result has a
close semblance with Ref.[23] however there lies a couple
of fundamental differences, (i) the reported analysis is in
one dimension whereas we study quasi-one-dimensional
geometry. This necessitates dealing with CQNLSE in-
stead of QCNLSE. (ii) While addressing the issue of
droplet formation in a one-dimensional system [23], the
nature of the competing interaction in reverse in com-
parison to our model as it followed the experimental de-
scription [8]. It is an undeniable fact that the topic of
quantum liquid is one of the most discussed topics in the
last one year or two. Therefore, we believe, our anal-
ysis of quasi-one-dimensional system will be exciting to
many and will lead to the experimental verification of the
current findings.
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